A talk from Mr. SAJITH CHAKKINGAL DIRECTOR (IT) of PTC Software Company was organized by the IEEE Students’ Branch on July 3, 2015 in I²IT campus.

The agenda of the talk was to expose students to the real IT World. Students came to know about how things work in the IT world and how they should train themselves accordingly.

Mr. Sajith also talked about indirect offerings of the IT Industry. He encouraged students to recognize and seize each and every opportunity offered by the IT world.
He mentioned some ground rules that students must follow and some self-development thoughts to endure professionalism. Overall the talk was very inspiring as it encouraged students to set up their goals and push themselves towards their passion.

The session was attended by students of S.E, T.E and B.E. The session was very interactive and inspiring. Students thoroughly enjoyed the session and cleared their doubts.